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ABSTRACT

In recent years, configuration problems have drawn tremendous attention because of their increasing prevalence and
their big impact on system availability. We believe that many
of these problems are attributable to today’s configuration interfaces that have not evolved to accommodate the enormous
shift of the system administrator group. Plain text files, as
the de facto configuration interfaces, assume administrators’
understanding of the system under configuration. They ask
administrators to directly edit the corresponding entries with
little guidance or assistance. However, this assumption no
longer holds for today’s administrator group which has expanded greatly to include non- and semi-professional administrators. In this paper, we provide an HCI view of today’s
configuration problems, and articulate system configuration
as a new HCI problem. Moreover, we present the top obstacles to correctly and efficiently configuring software systems,
and most importantly their implications on the design and
implementation of new-generation configuration interfaces.
1. INTRODUCTION

System configuration is a typical human-computer interaction (HCI) process. The human administrator interacts with
the computer system by setting configuration parameters, in
order to control the system’s runtime behavior. During the
interaction, the administrator might encounter situations that
the system fails to work as expected, referred to as configuration problems. The incorrect configuration settings are called
misconfigurations. In recent years, configuration problems
have drawn tremendous attention because of their increasing
prevalence and the severity of misconfigurations. For example, our study shows that configuration problems account for
27% of technical support cases in a major storage company in
US [51]. A recent study on Hadoop systems reports that misconfigurations are the dominant causes of failures in terms of
both customer cases and support time [39].
Different from end-user applications, misconfigurations of
systems may have a big impact. For example, a recent misconfiguration at Microsoft left Azure service unavailable to
their western European customers for more than 2 hours [28].
In 2011, a misconfiguration of Amazon’s EC2 service caused
the cloud crash, affecting numbers of Internet services run-

ning on top of it [43]. In 2009, a misconfiguration brought
down the entire “.se” domain for more than an hour, affecting
almost 1 million end hosts [7].
The prevalence of configuration problems comes with the
proliferation of free, open-source system software, as well
as the boost of economical computing utilities. The cost of
deploying systems to provide services keeps decreasing and
is affordable to small business and even end users. For example, the cost of running an Internet application on Amazon’s public cloud today is 10 times lower than a decade
ago [1]. Nowadays, there are millions of users providing
services on Amazon EC2 using open-source software such
as LAMP for web sites, Hadoop for big data analysis, and
OpenStack for computing cloud. Accordingly, the system administrator group has significantly been expanded by semiand non-professional administrators who have limited technical expertise and interest in system management.
Unfortunately, today’s configuration interfaces fail to accommmodate this shift of the administrator group. The de facto
configuration interfaces are still plain text files. Despite great
accessibility and scalability, file-based interfaces assume that
administrators have good understanding of the configuration
knobs and their impact on system behavior. Administrators
are directly asked to edit the corresponding entries in the file
with little guidance or assistance. However, this assumption
no longer holds for today’s administrators. In our study (c.f.,
Section 3.1), we find that a significant portion of administrators have difficulties in finding the right configuration knobs
and in setting these knobs.
We advocate the HCI community to take the responsibility
of improving the configuration interfaces to help system administrators configure systems correctly and efficiently. In
essence, configuration problems are derived from administrators’ cognitive difficulties and errors when they interact
with the configuration interfaces. Improving the interfaces
has a great potential to help administrators avoid cognitive
biases. Thus, it attacks the root causes of many configuration
problems. In addition, defending against misconfigurations
at interface level is more time- and cost-efficient than dealing with the resulting system failures and anomalies. However, configuration interfaces have been overlooked in the

Characteristics of Configuration Problems (Section 2, 3)
(1) The shift of administrators. The system administrator group has
expanded greatly to include non- and semi-professional administrators.
(2) Configuration and Programming are anti-correlated. Administrators and programmers (including scripting) form different communities and have different skill sets.
(3) The separation of understanding and manipulation. The separation of user manuals and configuration files causes administrators’
cognitive difficulties and errors.
Google search is the first choice for users to solve configuration problems than user manuals.
(4) Difficulties rather than errors. In more than 65% cases, the configuration problems are administrators’ difficulties (e.g., finding related
parameters, setting values) rather than committing errors.
Cognitive Obstacles to Configuring Systems (Section 4)
(1) Lack of guidance and information. This is the major cause of
today’s administrators’ configuration problems.
This results in two challenges towards configuration: 1) Finding the
right parameters relevant to tasks from the entire parameter set; and 2)
Setting the parameters’ values to achieve the intended system behavior.
(2) Inconsistency and ambiguity. Inconsistency of interface appearance, correctness rules, and system behavior are one major cause of
configuration problems, including both difficulties and errors.
(3) System and control complexity. A significant portion of users’
configuration difficulties are caused by their incapability in dealing
with system and control complexity.
Our hunch is that non-professional administrators have less performance and security concerns as professional administrators.
(4) Lack of environment awareness. This is one common difficulty of
diagnosing and resolving configuration-related system anomalies. The
environment of a running system includes its underlying stacks (e.g.,
OS) and co-running software.
(5) Lack of technical support. Administrators have difficulties in
using Internet as technical support. Many questions of configuration
problems are not answered or with unsatisfied answers.

Design Implications
New interface for system configuration is desired to accommodate the shift of the administrator group.
System configuration should be studied as a separate problem
from programming. The principles of building (end-user) programming interface might not be applicable to configuration.
System vendors should not assume that manuals can help users
solve their configuration problems. Instead, the configuration
interfaces should integrate the information in user manuals.

The configuration interface should try to guide and educate administrators rather than directly asking them to input values of
configuration parameters.
Design Implications
Configuration interfaces should be more informative to help administrators address the two challenges.
To address the first challenge, configuration interfaces should
provide administrators with dependency, correlation, and association information regarding to their settings.
To address the second challenges, constraints, potential impact,
and working examples should be provided by the interfaces.
Conceptually integrity should be carefully maintained for configuration interfaces, between interfaces and user manuals, and
between interfaces and system behavior.
We should decouple the configuration interface for “dummies”
and professional administrators, in a similar way as [8, 17].
Configuration parameters with different necessity and skill prerequisite should be separated in the different interfaces.
Configuration interfaces should help administrators recognize
the environment information correlated to the configuration settings, for example, constraints, entities, and resources.
Internet-based technical support services should try to reduce the
response time and improve the efficiency of diagnosing/solving
configuration problems.

Table 1: Our findings on configuration problems and their implications for configuration interface design

past decades. To this day, We possess little understanding
of administrators’ configuration problems, including the difficulties encountered by them and the errors made by them.
Consequently, we do not know how to design “good” configuration interfaces to help them.
We would like to note that the nature of system configuration
distinguishes itself from everyday computer use by ordinary
users. First, system software (e.g., servers, operating systems) is usually significantly larger and more complex than
end-user application software. For example, many of such
software do not function independently but have sophisticated interactions and dependencies with co-running systems
and underlying infrastructure. However, unlike the use of
application software, system configuration requires administrators to have understanding of the system and its offered
configurability (e.g., the impact of the settings). On the other
hand, system software is clearly not designed with novices
in mind [44]. Most configuration interfaces ask administrators to directly set configuration parameters without helping
them understand how these parameters are used by the system and the potential impact of their settings. User manuals

are supposed to help in this case. But the separation from
interfaces and manuals causes cognitive barriers due to the
context switches, not to mention that manuals are found to be
mostly lengthy, and sometimes incomplete and obsolete [38].
Previous HCI studies treat system configuration as a type of
end-user programming because administrators need to edit
files and write scripts to glue systems together [21]. In
fact, configuration and programming have fundamental difference. Unlike developers who have the opportunity to understand the internal organization of a system, administrators usually view systems as black boxes without developing insights on how the systems are designed and implemented. This significantly impairs their understanding of the
systems under configuration. Moreover, to diagnose a configuration problem, administrators cannot use interactive debugging tools (e.g., GDB) to check internal system states,
but have to rely on external manifestation (e.g., error code,
system logs) to infer the root causes inside their settings.
Our goal in this paper is to provide an HCI view of today’s
configuration problems. We articulate system configuration

2. WHAT IS CONFIGURATION AND WHAT IS NOT?
2.1 Definition of Configuration

We define system configuration as the process of setting or
tuning system parameters with the goal of converting an unsatisfying system behavior to a satisfying behavior. The system behavior can be measured in many aspects, some of
which are functionality, performance, security, reliability, diagnosability, etc. Modern software systems often expose a
wide range of configuration parameters. For example, a typical Windows machine has more than 198,000 configurable
Registry entries [45]; Oracle 10g DBMS has 220 initialization parameters and 1,477 tables of system parameters [19].
By setting these configuration parameters, administrators are
able to control different aspects of system behavior.
Please note that configuration is a subset of administration
operations. Other operations include hardware management
(e.g., plugging cables [16]), planning and provisioning (e.g.,
migrating databases to new disks [4]), scripting and programming (e.g., writing scripts to automate backup and monitoring jobs [11]). Configuration problem is particularly important among these operations because configuration errors are
reported as the largest category of operator errors [36, 30].
In the study on three large Internet services [36], “more than
50% (and in one case nearly 100%) of the operator errors
that led to service failures were configuration errors.”
2.2 Configuration Is Different from Programming

Most previous studies on system administration and operations focus on the programming perspective1 [4, 11, 44,
21]. However, configuration is fundamentally different from
programming or scripting. In general, system administrators who perform configuration tasks do not have the same
level of view, understanding, or control as the programmers
who develop the systems. This is reflected in two main aspects. First, unlike programmers, system administrators do
not write the code and usually do not (or cannot) read the
code. Thus, it is hard for them to exactly reason out the
configuration requirements and the impact of their settings.
Documentation (e.g., user manuals) is supposed to help close
this gap. Unfortunately, today’s manuals are often disappointing [38], probably because developers are not willing
to spend effort writing manuals. In addition, users may not
be willing to read manuals line by line, especially given their
1 Scripting

is treated as one type of programming.
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Figure 1: System administration and programming
are anti-correlated. Each dot is a user’s reputation
score on ServerFault (x-axis) vs. on StackOverflow
(y-axis).

length (e.g., the user manual of MySQL-5.5 is 4502 pages
long). Second, when the configured system does not work as
intended, administrators can hardly debug the problems by
themselves, especially for commercial systems where users
do not have access to source-code information. The lack of
control makes the common debugging practices (e.g., interactively examining program internal states) not applicable to
misconfiguration troubleshooting.
Figure 1 plots users’ reputation scores on ServerFault.com
(SF) versus on StackOverflow.com (SO). SF and SO are large
Q & A sites for “professional system and network administrators” and “professional and enthusiast programmers,”
respectively. Both of the two sites are part of the StackExchange Network from the same vendor. Thus, we can compare the information of a registered user on the two sites.
Note that the two sites follow the same reputation policy so
that they are comparable. Generally, the reputation score reflects the expertise of the user in the community: A higher
score indicates that the user is more active and capable. Figure 1 illustrates that system administration and programming
are anti-correlated. Most high-reputation users on SF has low
reputation score on SO, and vice versa. This indicates that
system administrators and programmers form different communities, and their skill sets are different. Thus, the previous
studies and tools [22, 23, 24, 6, 21] designed for programmers may not be directly applicable to system administrators.
3. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AS A NEW HCI PROBLEM

We argue that system configuration becomes a new HCI
problem due to the shift of the system administrator group.
Consequently, previous studies, tools, and design principles
are not sufficient to solve todays’ configuration problems.
3.1 Defending Systems against Errors Is Not Enough

As configuration errors are one of the major causes of system
failures and anomalies, the system community have worked
on hardening systems against configuration errors for decades.
A rich set of tools and system mechanisms have been built
to fix misconfiguration vulnerabilities [19, 50], to detect certain types of configuration errors [10, 52], to diagnose sys-

Configuration activity
Select software
Read manuals/tutorials
Find solutions
Fix active errors
Diagnose latent errors
Validation

Percentage (#)
22.3% (35)
2.5% (4)
38.9% (61)
23.6% (37)
9.6% (15)
3.2% (5)

Table 2: Configuration activities on which users

were stuck and asked questions on ServerFault
tem failures and anomalies caused by configuration errors [3,
2, 45, 47], and to tolerate and recover from configuration errors [37]. These tools have significantly improved the system
defense to configuration errors.
We argue that these tools are not sufficient to solve today’s
configuration problems, because they only deal with errors
(and most of them cannot fix errors). According to our study,
configuration errors are a subset of configuration problems.
In many cases, system administrators fails to work out a solution and does not start on the configuration process rather
than committing errors. Table 2 shows the distribution of
the activities during configuration where administrators encounter problems and ask questions on ServerFault. The
number is from 200 randomly sampled questions. We can see
that problems related to errors only contribute to 33.2%. In
our early study on configuration errors of a commercial storage system, we randomly sampled 1000 customer cases [51]
and find that “more than half of them are simply customer
questions related to how the system should be configured.”
Such cases are pruned out in the previous system studies because they are not considered as system problems.
Complementary to the system view, an HCI view of configuration problems is desired. To help administrators, we need
to understand their cognitive problems of system configuration —“Which configuration tasks are found to be difficult
and why so difficult?” “Which configuration interface design is error-prone and causes frequent mistakes?” We believe that the fundamental solution to configuration problems
should help system administrators understand the systems
and configuration parameters, and guide them towards correct configuration settings.
3.2 Classic Interface Design Principles Are Not Sufficient

Though the HCI community provides a rich set of principles
of UI design [33, 31, 35, 34], there is little understanding
of configuration interface design. The traditional UI design
principles are mainly for end users who do not need to deal
with the system and implementation complexity. Thus, some
of the design principles might not be suitable for configuration interfaces. For example, one of Nielsen’s 10 heuristics
for UI design [32] is “User Control and Freedom,” which is
not a problem in current file-based configuration interfaces
(the problem instead is that there are too many controllers
and knobs). In addition, some principles are too general and
not specific to configuration problems. For example, “Consistency and Standards” [32] is one primary principle for interface design. But we do not have a good understanding of
consistency in the context of configuration, and which kind of
inconsistency causes administrators’ cognitive errors. Thus,

configuration-specific interface design principles is desired.
We note that it is equally important to educate software developers the importance of the configuration problems and
the difficulties administrators face when configuring the systems. Many developers still hold the opinion that system
administrators have sufficient knowledge of the system (because it is their jobs) and work exactly as they expect. For
example, a developer responded to our report on a misconfiguration vulnerability 2 as follows [50],
“If you work exactly and carefully, it does not matter; if not,
you should not maintain the server at all.”
In the early 2000’s, IBM researchers conducted a series of
ethnography field studies on professional system administrators and brought insights on administration tools and practices [26, 4, 18, 11]. Their focus was administration activities instead of configurations. Most of the results are based
on observing professional system administrators from large
enterprises and organizations, which varies from many of today’s administrators (e.g., from small business). For example, all the system administrators they observed were parts
of larger teams and spending significant time (90% of their
time) using telephone, instant messages, and emails communicating with their coworkers. For critical operations,
junior administrators worked side-by-side with experienced
administrators. However, this is not affordable to many nonprofessional administrators. Moreover, most of the observed
enterprises have comprehensive testing infrastructure where
administrators spent as much as a week testing all operations
on a series of test systems. This again is not affordable to
small businesses. Besides the environments and processes,
many system administrators today do not come with a system’s or even computer science background. The following
quotes was a part of a debate which happened between an administrator and a developer of a open-source server software.
“You are assuming that those who read that, understood what
the context of ‘user’ was - I most assuredly did not until
now. Unfortunately, many of us don’t come from UNIX backgrounds and though pick up on many things, some things
which seem basic to you guys elude us for some time.”
Thus, many observations and conclusions of the early studies on professional administrators [13, 44] might not hold on
today’s non- and semi-professional administrators.
[I plan to conduct an online survey (e.g., on ServerFault)
to support these claims, including administrators’ educational background, profession, expertise, etc.]
4. TOP CONFIGURATION OBSTACLES AND THEIR DESIGN IMPLICATIONS ON CONFIGURATION INTERFACES

In this section, we offer a ranked list of obstacles for administrators to the correct system configuration. Each obstacle
is paired with an opportunity —our thoughts on how to overcome the obstacle, ranging from straightforward interface development to major research projects.
2 Here “vulnerabilities” refers to bad system reactions to misconfigurations,
such as crashes, hangs, silent failures [50].

(a) Dependency

(b) Correlation

(c) Association

Configuration Problem:
.htaccess files are not having any effect.
Efforts (12 hours):
Checking config. option ފAccessFileName;ފ
Self-diagnosis by changing the settings in .htaccess.

Configuration Problem:
Chrome complains that SSL version is too low.

Resolution:
Set option ފAllowOverride ފto ފAll ފfrom ފNoneފ.

Efforts (not solved):
Set option ފSSLProtocol ފto SSLv3;
Resolution:
Set option ފSSLCipherSuite ފto have ފTLSv1ފ
Cognitive bias:
The user did not know the cipher suite should be
configured correspondingly with the protocol change.

Cognitive bias:
The user was not aware of the dependency between
the configuration settings in .htaccess files and the
ފAllowOverride ފoption.

The connection had to be retried using SSL 3.0.
This typically means that the server is using very
old software and have other security issues.

Configuration Problem:
When the rewrite rules are incorrect, the users felt
difficulties at debugging the rule settings, because the
error log do not record enough information.
Efforts:
Set option  ފLogLevel ފto ފdebugފ
Resolution:
There is a system feature that can log the sequence
of events during the rewriting transformation. It can
be controlled by the ފRewriteLog ފoption.
Cognitive bias:
The user did not know the RewriteLog feature.

Figure 2: Lack of Guidance and Information. Three types of information missed by administrators, resulting in their
configuration problems

Obstacle 1: Lack of Guidance and Information

Administrators configure their systems with intentions (i.e.,
expected system behavior), for example, enabling certain
functionalities, improving performance, enhancing security,
etc. To successfully perform configuration tasks, administrators have to address the following two challenges:
1. Finding the parameters related to the expected system behavior from hundreds of available parameters
2. Setting correct values to the parameters with which the system would behave as expected.
Addressing either of them requires administrators to have a
good understanding of the provided configuration parameters
and their impact on the system (which could be subtle).
The underlying assumption of the de facto file-based configuration interfaces is that the administrators know exactly
what parameters to set and how to set the parameter’s values. They do not help administrators address the above two
challenges, but directly ask them to edit the corresponding
entries in the configuration file. The responsibility of educating administrators and helping them understanding systems
is pushed to user manuals. We observe that the separation of
the interface for understanding the system (manual) and the
interface for manipulating the system (text file) cause cognitive difficulties and errors.
Figure 2 shows three real-world configuration problems in
our studied cases [49]. All the three problems are failures in
figuring out the right configuration parameters from the entire parameter set. In fact, the administrators did work on
related parameters, and the resolutions were indeed documented in the user manuals but somehow ignored by the administrators. The recent user survey of OS configuration [14]
reports that the users’ difficulties in activating the inactive
parameters and determining the necessary parameters.
We advocate that configuration interfaces should take the responsibility to guide administrators to address the two challenges in the “recognition-rather-than-recall” manner [33].
To address the first challenge, i.e., finding needles in the
haystack, configuration interfaces should provide information that links administrators’ intention to the related configuration parameters. We propose configuration interfaces
to provide administrators with the following three types of

information during their configuration to help them address
the first challenge. Figure 2 gives the examples of these three
types of information.
• Dependency. The dependency between different configuration parameter and settings, including control dependency (“Parameter A has effects only when parameter B is
enabled.”) and value dependency (“Parameter A’s setting
should be less than parameter B’s.”).
• Correlation. When an administrator sets a configuration parameter, the correlated parameter (i.e., parameters
should be or always be set together) should be listed.
• Association. The interface should remind the administrator of parameters that have similar intention as the one set
by her. For example, when the administrator is manipulating a security-related parameter, it would be helpful to
show her other parameters related to security.
To address the second challenge, the configuration interfaces
should help administrators set correct values which lead to
the intended behavior. The following three types of information should be provided by the configuration interface.
• Constraints. They define the correctness requirements the
parameter’s setting should follow, for example, data types,
data unit, case sensitivity, formatting rules, etc. There are
tools that can be leveraged to extract configuration constraints [20, 50, 29] from source code and user data.
• Impact. The interface should help administrators be aware
of the potential system impact of the parameter settings, especially the side effects. For example, enabling a security
feature might degrade the performance due to extra computation overhead.
• Examples. For complicated parameters such as rules and
policies (e.g., regular expressions), providing working examples would be very helpful to administrators, as shown
by example-centric development [12, 5].
We note that the lack of guidance and information in interface support is not only the obstacle for end-user administrators but also for professional administrators (though may be
less). In the previous study on storage systems [15], “a significant percentage of customer problems (11%) are because
customers lack sufficient knowledge about the system, which
leads to misconfiguring the operating environment.”

(a) Appearance Inconsistency

(b) Requirement Inconsistency

Configuration Problem:
The user changed option ފdatadir ފin the configuration file, my.cnf, but the change had no effect. This is
because the platform is Windows so the configuration
file is my.ini instead of my.cnf (which is for Linux).

Configuration Problem:
The user was confused on Apache's requirements for
the orders of option settings: For some options such
as ފAllowފ, ފDenyފ, the order of settings matters. But
for others, the order does not matter.

Cause:
The inconsistency of the appearance of configuration
files on different platforms.

Cause:
The inconsistent requirements of option settings.

ӀI hope this is a simple YES or NO answer.Ӏ

(c) Behavior Inconsistency
Configuration Problem:
The user first used ފ$1 ފto match a substring in the
setting of the  ފWSGIScriptAliasMatch ފoption. Then
he used the same trick for the ފAuthUserFile ފoption.
However, ފAuthUserFile ފdoes not support regex but
treats ފ$1 ފas regular strings.
Cause:
The inconsistent behavior of how the two options
interpret the given string.

Figure 3: Inconsistency and Ambiguity. Three types of inconsistencies that cause administrators’ configuration problems

Obstacle 2: Inconsistency and Ambiguity

As widely accepted interface design principles [33, 34], consistency and standard are surprisingly not well maintained
in today’s configuration interfaces. As a consequence, when
administrators derive configuration settings by analogy with
other similar parameters, the “derivation” causes configuration problems (e.g., errors in the type of rule breakdowns [41])
without the administrator realizing it. In our study of Apache
configuration problems posted on ServerFault.com [49], we
observe that a significant portion (∼30.2%) were caused by
inconsistency and ambiguity of the interfaces.
We observe that users’ configuration problems caused by the
inconsistency of the following three aspects. This indicates
that their consistency should be evaluated and ensured with
priority. Figure 3 gives examples of real-world configuration
problems caused by the three types of inconsistency.
• Appearance. It refers to users’ perceived external appearance of the interface such as parameter naming, configuration data formats, and control methods.
• Requirement. The requirements of configuration settings
should be consistent, for example, the granularity of parameter settings, case sensitivity, orders of commands.
• Behavior. The program behavior related to configuration
should be consistent, for example, the translation of user
inputs, the reactions to configuration errors.
Inconsistency is mainly introduced when different sources
contribute to the same code base. Usually, configuration parameters from different system components are developed by
different teams who might have different habit and philosophy regarding configuration design and handling. Unfortunately, we do not have standard software architecture nor
design pattern to enforce the consistency of configuration interface, but mainly rely on developers’ preference. Tooling
support is desired to ensure consistency of the system on the
whole.
Obstacle 3: Complexity: Beyond The Capability

Configuring software systems is complicated by nature due
to the complexity of the systems under configuration and
the requirements of understanding them. Such complication
causes obstacles to many of the end-user administrators who
is incapable (or have no time) to deal with such complexity
but need the services.
We advocate system software to separate their configuration
interfaces for different types of users with different skill lev-

els. We see attempts in the same vein for user manuals. For
example, IDG Books Inc. published two books about Apache
server configuration in a row, for “dummies” [8] and professional administrators [17], respectively. The former provides
tips to shortcut, warns potential problems, and highlights advanced technical contents that can be skipped. The latter
serves as an “ultimate shop manual” with “no introductory
information,” “no screen-shots,” and “no sidebars.” Similar
efforts should be made for the actual configuration interfaces.
In fact, configuration parameters differ by the levels of necessity. Some parameters are must-to-set for system functionalities. For example, to start a MySQL database server,
parameter “datadir” must be configured to specify the location of the data store on the file system. On the other hand,
most parameters are nice-to-set (e.g., for performance and
security tuning). Our hunch is that end-user administrators
care less about performance and security, compared to professional administrators. Thus, we think the two types of
parameters should be treated differently.
Configuration parameters might also have different levels of
understanding requirements. For example, eight numeric
configuration parameters in Squid Web proxy server have the
following explanation in their manual entries [50]:
“Heavy voodoo here. I can’t even believe you are reading
this. Are you crazy? Don’t even think about adjusting these
unless you understand the algorithms in comm select.c first!”
Such parameters should be excluded from the “dummy” interface. One common practice to simplify configuration is to
use metaphors with predefined templates. For example, Windows replaced rule-based firewall configuration by an enumerative parameter with three values “home,” “work,” and
“public.” Such design significantly simplified the firewall
configuration [48] while satisfying most daily needs.
Providing administrators with pre-configured templates for
typical workload patterns is another way of simplifying the
configuration tasks. For example, MySQL provides template
configuration files for small, medium, large, and very large
systems. This saves the users’ efforts of tuning MySQL performance according to the hardware configuration.
Obstacle 4: Lack of Environment Awareness

One of the main challenges (and uniqueness) of system configuration is the need to understand the system’s running environments, including the underlying software stacks, net-

(a) Environment Constraints
Configuration (PHP):

(b) Properties of Environment Entities
400

Configuration (MySQL):

mysql.max_persistent = 400
throttle

Env. Information (MySQL)
max_connections = 300

(c) Environment Resource

Env Information (OS):

datadir = /var/lib/mysql

Permission
Ownership

user = mysql

Capability
User

300
Problem:
Increasing the value of mysql.max_persistent did not
improve performance, but generated ފtoo many
connections ފerrors.

Problem:
User ފmysql ފis not the owner of the datadir. When
the server tries to serve a SQL query, a permission
deny error occurs.

Configuration (JVM):
-Xmx1536m (1.5G)
Env. Information (OS)
RAM: 1.7G
Problem:
The Jave program took a long time to run b/c with a
heap size that high, the JVM has allocated more
physical memory than Windows had to give, and thus
Windows spends a lot of time swapping pages in and
out of memory to disk.

Figure 4: Lack of Environment Awareness. Real-world examples of configuration problems caused by unawareness of
correlated environment information.

We advocate that configuration interfaces should help administrators be aware of the execution environment by providing correlated environment information during their configuration. The following three types of information is commonly missed by administrators and causes their configuration problems. Thus, it should be provided by the interface.
Figure 4 gives three real-world examples of configuration
problems caused by the missing of these information.
• Environment Constraints. A configuration setting might
be constrained by the settings of co-running software (e.g.,
Figure 4) or underlying stack (e.g., OS limit).
• Properties of Entities. A configuration value might point
to an entity in the execution environment (e.g., a file in the
file system). The interface should help users be aware of
the properties of these entities.
• Resource Information. The configured resource allocation cannot exceed the available resource.
Researchers have proposed methods (e.g., [40, 52]) to obtain
the environment information. Unfortunately, few of such information is used and integrated in configuration interfaces.
Obstacle 5: Lack of Technical Support

Many system administrators (especially those who manage
open-source systems) use Internet as the freely available
technical support. When they encounter configuration prob-
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These configuration problems are particularly hard for administrators to deal with. In fact, none of them can be identified as configuration errors without the awareness of correlated environment information. However, the complexity
of the system interaction with the environment causes the
space of possible correlations to be too large to permit an
exhaustive exploration (i.e., bounded rationality) [42]. Without tooling support, it is hard for human to always be aware
of the correlated information.
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work connection, co-running software, as well as their correlations. Different from end-user applications, system software usually has multiple components interacting with each
other. When the system fails to deliver the desired functionality, it is hard to know which component/software is not
configured properly. In our previous study [51], we observe
that a significant portion (21.7%∼57.3%) of configuration
errors involve configurations beyond the application itself or
spanning across multiple hosts. Figure 4 shows three crosscomponent/-software real-world configuration problems.

Time Series

Figure 5: Number of unanswered, answered, and

accepted posts on ServerFault in time series
lems, they ask for support by posting their problems on online Q & A sites, user forums, and mailing lists. Compared
with commercial technical support services which designate
technical support engineers (TSEs) to resolve customers’
cases, Internet-based support services take advantage of the
wisdom of the crowd. The configuration problem is very
likely to have been encountered and solved by other users.
In fact, with the diversity of hardware/software versions and
the large space of potential problems, it is difficult for TSEs
to get familiar with all kinds of problems. Internet-based
support complements the knowledge limit.
On the other hand, today’s Internet-based support has shortcomings. First, many posts are never answered probably because of irresponsibility and neglect. It is reported that many
Q & A sites have answer rates between 66% and 90% [9, 27].
Though the success of StackOverflow shows that careful design of community organization and user incentives can significantly increase answer rate and reduce answer time [27],
the performance of Q & A sites for configuration problems is
still not satisfying. Figure 5 shows the number of posts with
accepted answers on ServerFault (using exactly the same design as StackOverflow). We can see that only about 50%
posts have accepted answers. Besides unanswered posts,
there are many posts with answers not accepted.
The usefulness of Internet-based technical support requires
the answers to be timely and efficient. Administrators usually
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5. CONCLUSION
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as the severity of the resulting configuration errors, reveals
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With the evolved system administrator group, it is desired to
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